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About This Game

BLADENET is a multiplayer only game of hide & seek set within a cyberpunk future.

Created by a team of two people; the game is designed to be a spy vs spy experience for friends to enjoy online.

Gameplay

Players blend in with the crowd simulation to stay hidden while the watch for rival players who are also attempting to keep their
identity concealed.

Find and fight the human controlled avatars to collect their data to escape the program and win. Remember incorrectly attacking
a crowd member will bring a swift response from the network security.

Lore/Story

The bladenet is a virtual sub-layer which runs parallel to the real world. Inside the bladenet citizens come to go about their daily
routines but unbeknownst to them it's also the place where hackers go to steal valuable information. User identities are protected
in the bladenet by a simulated crowd of dummy AI users. This crowd makes it difficult for hackers to find real users and target
them. Held hostage by 'The State', prolific hackers are forced to retrieve sensitive information before they can free themselves

from the bladenet.
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oh god no i waited too long i can't refund it anymore. Nice and funny game. Good ideas in AI and levels. A few glitches though.
I second the comments I found elsewhere: it's adorable.. This is one of my absolute favorite games from my childhood. I played
this countless of hours when I was a kid, making weird pizzas, decorating lavish restaurants, and of course blowing up my
competitors (and subsequently spending a lot of time in jail). But it wasn't until I played this as an adult that I figured out how
advanced this game really is - and how hard it is when you play it honest (not trafficking guns).

Even though the game is over 20 years old it's still really fun to play, and I highly recommend it - though you really need to
download the original recipe book to be able to play this - if you don't recreate the basic pizzas pretty much perfectly from the
book you will have an extremly hard time getting customers. (This was a sort of piracy protection back in the day, if you only
copied the game and didn't have the book you couldn't really play it). It's basically minesweeper in 3D. If you like that, then you
can enjoy this game.. I would not recommend this game. But that's because I get really fast motion sick while playing this game
just for minutes.

The game itself is fast pacing and looks nice. People which aren't much affected by motion sickness will this game.

A Teleport function would be great for VR.. Breakout on LSD. It did cost less than 1 \u20ac and still feels like i wasted it on a
mobile port. I loved this game. The characters and there development, the storyline, it's interaction. Everything. Though I would
have prefered maybe a few extra stories that showed what happened a year later for all of them. Though I do have to say that I
have played many, many, many visual and interactive novels and can confidently say that this has become my favorite.

I really really hope to see a sequal soon! If so please email me when the beta and game comes out!

Goodluck!
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A mix of very special riddles. Hard to learn character movement and there are some mean decisions from the developer to
annoy you. It opens your mind to think more freely. Chiptune music in this title is gorgeous as f. Had a great time with this
game and awaiting a sequel.. Played it with my SO, one of us piloted while the other took notes. Was fun to bounce ideas off of
each other while uncovering the story and solving the puzzles. Great atmosphere, awesome plot, and a lot of cabinets. 8\/8 would
dig through every drawer again.. Reminds me of games like Soldat which I absolutely love. This is faster and clearly had thought
put into making it a team based game. Super varied bots allowing different strategies and team compositions. I got into the beta
and the dev was super responsive to players suggestions and tweaks. I'll be playing this one especially at lan parties for years to
come.. Fantastic gameplay and wonderful experience. The story is great and completely immerses you in the gameplay.. Not an
awful game, especially for like two GBP but yeah, the camera angle (supposed the be like an old-school game, I guess) is a little
annoying and a few other issues but really..you get what you pay for but yeah, I feel like the people behind this should look at
stuff like 'L4D' and the 'DayZ' mod and sort the camera out too...I mean if you like the camera angle, cool but yeah, that and the
fact you have no cover system, make this really not a game I will play much again, if at all...but thanks for the interesting
experience...
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